Reform Efforts
Making a Difference Project
KANSAS CITY

FUTURE PLANS:

1. Move forward with anonymous reporting protocol and implementation
2. Increase law enforcement participation – bring other agencies to the table
3. Increase outreach / education – create education/outreach committee
4. Increase offender accountability (start with case review re-implementation)
5. Determine what data to collect

PROGRESS:

1. Created bylaws
2. Finalized protocols (Missouri state protocol)
3. Statistic reporting by quarter from each discipline
4. Created/finalized structure
5. Regionalized advocacy, dedicated positions (nearly 200% increase)
6. MO/IAFN Chapter – first forensic nurse of the year (Missouri ENA)
7. Survivor representative
8. Expanded to include all Jackson County, Missouri, and Kansas City Moin, Clay, and Platte county – Prosecutors from Clay and Platte counties.
9. Advocate allowed in Room during detective interview
10. Added more members (St Luke’s EAST SANE Program)
11. Forensic 101 course for all in-patient nurses
12. Truman Medical Center – updated all policies and now have a dedicated room
13. COVERSA – transfer agreements with other regions